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Abstract: Although keyword search terms can help people find a lot of information, the ambiguity of the keyword search 

query makes search query responses more efficient, especially for short keywords and obscure. By solving this challenge, in 

this article, we will propose ways to make it easier to find contextual XML keywords in XML data, short and vague keyword 

queries, and XML data. It comes from a search query using a simple property selection style. We then designed a powerful 

XML keyword analysis model to measure the quality of each candidate. Then propose two algorithms to determine the 

highest search order for the researchers. Two selection criteria are targeted: K. The selected research participant will be 

the most relevant for the search term while the maximum number of results is covered. At the end of the detailed evaluation, 

real data and summary data, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed distribution model and our algorithm.  

 

Index Terms: XML keyword search, context-based diversification 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

All Keyword research in data structures and semi-structured structures has attracted a lot of research because users can retrieve 

data without having to learn the query language and the complex structure of the database looking for keywords in the search (IR) to 

search for related documents.  Structures and semi-structures (such as DB and IR) will focus on specific content such as the smaller 

root part. Node v is considered a SLCA. If 1) the subtree that the root of this node contains all the keywords and 2, no successor node 

of the v0 node of v is nested with v0 with all the keywords. In other words, if the node is a SLCA, its ancestors will be completely 

separated from SLCA. SLCA can be used to identify specific results in the search for XML keywords. In this article, we also use the 

SLCA semantics. [2], [3], [4], [5] keyword search via XML data. In general, keywords with user search terms are easier to identify 

user search functions search is easy to find.  

However, when you search for a specific keyword with a slightly uncertain keyword, it becomes very difficult to determine the 

user's search intent because of the ambiguity of keyword searches. Although it is sometimes useful to involve users in identifying 

keyword search intentions, user interaction can take time when the result set size is large. To solve this problem, we will develop 

various keyword suggestions for users in the context of specific keywords in the search terms. Thus, users can select specific search 

terms or modify existing search queries based on various search suggestions. 

Consider the questionnaire q = {query database} in the DBLP dataset. There are 21,260 publications or locations with the words 

"database" and publications or localizations 9,896 entries with the keyword "search" which contains 2,040 keywords, two words. 

Together, if we read directly the search results for the keywords, the process will be long and difficult to use because it produces a 

lot of effect. It takes about 54.22 seconds to calculate all SLCA results of q with XRank [2]. While system processing time is 

acceptable by accelerating keyword searches with efficient algorithms [3], [4], accidental search intentions and redundant results of 

large data retrieval will cause user disappointment. To solve the problem, we have a search term definition different from the original 

search term in relation to the XML data context, which can be used to search for different search objectives for the original search 

term. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [17], Sarkas et al. provides a solution for creating interesting and meaningful k extensions for search terms by splitting 

additional words with interesting k values use extended queries to find more specific documents. The interesting thing is that the 

claws with the idea of surprise [19], [20], [21] in [18], Bansal and the faculty offer an effective algorithm to identify groups of 

keywords in the collection a large size of blog posts for temporary periods. Our work combines the ideas of both: we will measure 

the relationship of each pair of words using our common data model in Equation (1), a surprisingly easy metric. Next, we create a 

graph that has a long-term relationship that will retain all the terms and relationship values of these different words from [17], [18], 

very accurate for XML data.  

Many researchers focus on the different dimensions of distribution problems. In this survey, we committed to provide a thorough 

review of a wide range of distribution techniques, including definitions for various consistent algorithms and distribution techniques 

for certain applications, stream application as well as the distribution system.  

The first study of the investor relations community [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] is the first problem to be solved. Most of the operations 

are distributed as post-processing or the new document retrieval filing process is based on the analysis of the result set and / or the 

Agrawal query log and faculty [7]. The intent of the user model is at a particular level of taxonomy and Radlinski and Dumais [11]. 

Accept the search intent for possible searches by saving searches. However, it is not easy to obtain taxonomy and record this useful 

research.  

Jianxin Li and faculty [1] offer a way to provide users with various search terms, in the context of keywords specified in the 

information to be searched. In doing so, the user can select the desired search term or modify the original search term according to 

the various search suggestions returned [2]. 
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Jiaheng Lu "Comparative Analysis of TreePattern XML Query Processing" proposes here the problem of matching XML tree 

models and exploring some of the most recent works and algorithms. This comprehensive comparison compares five holistic 

algorithms and demonstrates performance and scalability. There is no clear winner in every situation of our experience, but TreeMatch 

has a good overall performance in terms of working time and ability to handle general tree models. 

Jiaheng Lu, Tok Wang Ling "Extended XML tree model mapping: theory and algorithm" by introducing the concept of 

correspondence to solve the problems of optimizing algorithms match the XML tree model. In this case, specify the best large query 

class for three types of queries: Q =; ==; _, Q =; ==; _; <and Q =; ==; _; <;:, respectively, and proposes a new holistic algorithm 

called TreeMatch to get a class ask the most appropriate questions according to the theory. Finally, many experiments show the 

advantages of our algorithm and the validation of the theoretical results [3]. 

Mirella M. Moro, Zografoula Vagena, Vassilis J. Tsotras, "Tree Query on a Lightweight XML Processor" proposes a classification 

of algorithms for processing tree queries taking into account important characteristics such as data access and the process of Coupling 

queries also. Adjust the DFA method and improve efficiency by accessing nodes from the B + tree instead of purely sequential scans. 

Such improvements yield better results than ordinary DFAs and also suggest general methods for checking all deep plans on the left. 

[4]  

Kamala Challa, E.Jhansi Rani "Algorithm for Matching XML Tree Templates and Query Processing" in this issue, provides 

problems mapping XML tree models and exploring the work and algorithms most recently, TreeMatch And TJfasthave recommends 

two algorithms. TreeMatch has a good overall performance in terms of working time and ability to process general trees. [5] 

M.Muthukumaran "The Efficiency of the TreeMatch Algorithm in XML Tree Model Mapping" provides various analyzes to 

identify the effectiveness of the XML tree model matching algorithm. TreeMatch has good overall performance in terms of labeling, 

optimization, query handling, list of results, and ability to process extended XML tree models (branches). In this TreeMatch to get 

the best level of search, the TreeMatch template matching algorithm can respond to complex queries with good performance. 

JT Yao M. Zhang "The Fast Tree Model Matching Algorithm for XML Query" provides a TreeMatch algorithm to directly find 

all query tree model mappings in the XML data source. Unlike previous searches on matching the query tree model, the TreeMatch 

algorithm does not need to break the tree into a linear model and does not generate any intermediate results that are not part of it the 

end result. The TreeMatch algorithm works when a non-leaf model node does not occur with autofill. Self-containment is rarely 

found in actual XML documents and can be easily identified. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The With the q query and XML T data, our goal is to search for candidates with the above-mentioned query k in terms of high 

relevance and maximum diversity. For q in T here, each applicant presents a context or an opinion. Determined to find q in the T, 

examine the T-XML data and the relevant word-based dictionaries. The method of organizing W elements depends on the context of 

the application and will not affect our conversations later. For example, it may be a subset of all words made up of T-text or a set of 

appropriate vocabulary related to certain applications. In this work, different vocabulary pairs will be selected based on their mutual 

information. This combined information [15], [16] is used as a basis for selecting properties and changing the learning properties of 

the machine can be used to specify both the relevance and redundancy characteristics of variables, such as the selection of minimum 

repeatability properties. Suppose we have an XML T-tree and an R (T) output example. 

We begin formal education on the problem of diversification in the XML keyword search, which allows to directly calculating a 

variety of results without having to extract all the relevant candidates. For this purpose, when receiving keyword queries, we will 

obtain a keyword associated with each search term based on the XML data collected in the probability theory used as a criterion for 

selecting attributes. Our specification selection is not limited to the XML element label. [23] 

The combination of original words, properties, and search terms may indicate a variety of contexts. (Indicating that this is a 

specific research intention), we then evaluate each research intent received by measuring relevance to the original search term and 

the novelty of the generated results. In order to effectively compute different keyword searches, we propose a basic algorithm and 

two improved algorithms based on the observed properties of the different keyword search results. [23]. 

 
Fig.-1 Architecture of XML context diversified search  
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Feature Selection Model  

 

Considering T-XML data and associated word dictionaries, the W method for organizing W elements depends on the context of 

the application. [1] This may be all or part of a vocabulary containing T-text or a set of words associated with certain applications. 

Different pairs of terms are selected on the basis of mutual information. Information sharing is used as a criterion for selecting features 

and modifying automatic learning properties. It can be used to specify both the relevance and redundancy characteristics of variables 

such as the selection of minimum redundancy properties [1].  

Suppose we have an XML tree T and an example result R (T). Prob (x, T) is the probability that the word x appears  In R (T) such 

that Prob (x, T) = | R (x, T) | / | R (T) | where | R (x, T) | is the number of results with x for Prob (x, y, T) is the probability that the 

terminologies x and y appear in R (T), such that Prob (x, y, T) = | R (x, y, T) | / R (T) and there is free. Knowing that x will not give 

any information on y and vice versa. As a result, their shared data is zero. On the other hand, if the words x and y are identical, 

knowing that x determines the value of y and conversely. Therefore, simple measures can be used to measure the number of combined 

words to be observed, increase vocabulary dependence, functionality while reducing vocabulary duplication. In this case we use the 

common data model which is widely accepted as follows:  

Michigan (x, y, T) = Prob (x, y, T) * Connect [Prob (x, y, T) / (Prob (x, T) * Prob (y, T))] 

 

For each word of XML data, we need to find a set of vocabulary characteristics that can choose words in any way, such as the top 

word of a property or a word with a common value greater than a certain threshold Domain Application or Data Administrator. The 

specifications of the function can be calculated and stored in advance before the questionnaire evaluation process. So when you use 

a search term, you can get a property matrix for a search term using a pair of W words. The matrix represents the gap in research 

intent. (As the candidate for the query) XML data from the original query w.r.t. therefore, our first problem is to select a subgroup of 

queries with the highest probability of context interpretation of the original query. In this case, the selection of the candidate will 

depend on the approximate sample at the entity level of the XML data. [2]  

 
Figure 2 System Architecture 

Top-k query 

 

The retrieval system uses various methods to rank queries. Users are more concerned about the most important thing that is 

responding to popular queries in the vast answering area. Different emerging applications require powerful support for the top queries. 

For example, in the context of web performance and meta search engine performance, which are ranked by different search engines, 

are related to how effective rankings are. Similar applications exist in the view of data retrieval and data mining. Most of these 

applications compute queries related to joins and integration of multiple inputs to get maximum results. 

The aim of popular search is to retrieve the best answer from a large collection of notes. Using the Top-k algorithm, we find the 

most accurate records from the record sets that match the keywords that are filtered and sorted by their scores. An XML tree is created 

with each result set, which is called a tree. The Steiner Tree Steiner created is a list of all the records sorted by their score, starting 

with the nearest result. 

 

The most popular search algorithm uses score documents with keywords. Here, use this algorithm to score "Tuple Units." A unit 

is a set of highly relevant sets that contain search terms. Using these tuples, we create a set of tuples. Up when two tuples are directly 

related to each other. 

 

The Top-K questionnaire score was based on two scoring methods: direct scoring and indirect scoring. TF-IDF stands for 

"Frequency Frequency, Inverse Document Frequency". The TF-IDE provides a way to rate the importance of words (or "terms") in 

a tuple, depending on the tuple. They repeatedly appear in the document several times. 
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Terms are called according to the following criteria: 

1) If the word appears frequently in the tuples, this word is called significant and has a high score. 

2) If a word appears in several sentences it is called a unique identifier and has a low rating. 

 

So common terms like "the" and "for", which appear in many tuples, will be scaled down. Frequent appearances in one set are 

resized. 

Top-K query processing algorithms work with age, weight, and high frequency word frequency and ignore low frequency words. 

This technique is called TF-IDF (Frequency Frequency - Inverse document frequency). TF -IDF consists of two words: First, the 

frequency (TF) is calculated, the number of times the word appears in the totem, divided by the total number of words in that word. 

The second word is Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). Logarithm of the number of tuples In the corpus divided by the number of 

tuples where specific words appear. 

 

IDF(t) = log(Total number of tuple-rows / Number of tuple-rows with term t in it). 

 

Consider examples in Figure 2 of XML describing vehicle data used in various forms: A car in the form of a car B, car in the 

place of sale, and C consists of cars arranged according to model and year. Take a look at Q1, a simple question. Ask for information 

(Usedcar) when considering certain conditions (do 'Ford' and prices do not reach "9000"). To create an XQuery to display this simple 

query, the user faces a challenge. That element is the main component of the used car, but the price may be either children or 

grandchildren. In addition, the custom definition of the XML data source can be very problematic for using XQuery. 

 
Figure 3 Query Generation 

 

Query relaxation allows the system to narrow down query queries to meet user needs. Traditionally, user-submitted search queries 

are resolved in different ways and in different ways.  Obviously, the estimated search can change the format from one query to 

another, and the change among them is based on two views: relaxation, structure and content relaxation. Let Q be a query that states 

if Q 'has a Q', which is due to a decrease in search constraints using query relaxation or similar content substitution, we will say that 

Q and Q 'are approximate queries and matches.  

 

IV. SIMILARITY RELATIONS AND ASSESSMENT ON CONTENTS  

Before In order to distinguish the different structural relaxation responses from the original questionnaire, we propose a similar 

relationship assessment approach to find the ranking factors (structures) used to find answers to the Find Top Answers. 

For example, consider XML data, assuming that users submit simple queries to retrieve nested used car data within the car. The 

central node in the path from cars to used cars usually are not of major concern the middle of the user, like the mid-nodes version and 

the year.  

 

The SimTree coefficient tree is a ranking factor used in ordering solutions to find the top-k solution on a structure to optimize 

online processing. Calculating the coefficient, the similarity between tree-like queries can be achieved in during offline processing. 

 

Algorithm for Value Partioning 

Define Input: Attributes, Ai numbers, All values of Ai, and 

Partition number n 

Output: set of maximum limits of each partition s 

a) min = getMinValue (val) // Get the smallest value 

 

c) total = getSize (val) // get 'number 

d) avg = total / n 

e) low = min up = max // set lower limit and upper limit 

 

 

Number of results 
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i) add (up, s) // increase in set s 

j) low = up, up = max 

 

l) while 

m) return s 

 

The obvious measure for distance on tree nodes could be a path metric [6], i.e. length of the shortest path between them, the 

similarity measure that is based on path metric then could be expressed as 

 

 
 

Procedure  

Build Tree (T)  

Input: XML Document T.  

Output: Count-Stable synopsis S of T.  

begin  

1. H := φ; S := φ  

2. for each element e ∈ T in post-order do  

3. C := {(ui, ci) : ui is a node in S and |children(e) ∩ extent(ui)| = ci > 0}  

4. if (H[label(e), C] = φ) then  

5. Add node u to S with label(u) = label(e)  

6. H[label(e), C] := u  

7. for (ui, ci) ∈ C do add edge u ci −→ ui to S  

8. endif  

9. u := H[label(e), C]; extent(u) := extent(u) ∪ {e}  

10. end for  

end 

 

In this model, not only But given the likelihood that newly created search terms, such as relevance, are also taken into account, 

we also take into account the new results and their differences, which is new. 

1) The created query has the highest probability of interpreting the context of the original query queue, taking into account the 

data to search for.  

2) The created query has the biggest difference from the previously created query set. Q. So we have a total notation function. 

Points (qnew) = Prob (qnew | q, T) * DIF (qnew, Q, T) where Prob (qnew | q, T) represents the probability that qnew is the 

intention to seek when issued the original request q on the T data; DIF (qnew, Q, T) represents the percentage of results generated by 

qnew, but not by queries previously created in Q 

To evaluate the relevance of the probabilities of proposed research suggestions, the initial query that we can use 

1. The Bay theorem 

2. Properties of the SLCA semantics 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

After Measuring a free distance on a tree node can be a trajectory indicator [6], such as the length of the shortest path between 

them, measuring similarities as a function of the trajectory indicators 
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Figure 4 Data Loading and Parsing 

 

 
Figure 5 Result Analysis 

 

Parameters  

 

 (BE)   (AE)  (ASPE)  

 

Our Method 

 

Response Time  5.7 sec 3.5 sec 2 sec 7.4 millisec 

 

Table 1 Result Comparison with existing system 
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Figure 6 Key Index Parameters 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The In this article, we focus on how to find more than one large XML dataset and provide a variety of output formats for contextual 

keyword queries. This work provides a way to search various search terms analyzes from data.  The contextual XML of the query 

keywords in the data, the diversity of the context is measured by exploring the relevance to the original search terms and the novelty 

of the results. In addition, the structure is a powerful algorithm based on the observed properties of the XML query analysis. Our 

comparative study demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm by executing queries. Much about the XMark dataset at 

the same time, we also monitor the effectiveness of our diversification model by analyzing the intent of the search returned for the 

specified query via the DBLP dataset, as well as the search intent and the results per user.  
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